
To hear to speak is near to bleak
To hear to learn will bring discern  ment
                                                                  meant

No    point      in space  is fixed     to a universal grid
Each point finds place betwixt   the others it’s amid
                                                                                                       
Just so,

Moments are not set to an absolute chronometer
Each moment in time finds reason and rhyme in singing with some other; 
together they chime

Synchronicity
Asynchronicity
A synchronicity
A sin-crony city
A sin chronicity

The meaning of each moment is found in temporal relativity

A notion of syllables  depends  on context
an ocean                     deep ends

Time brags fundamental change to how a word’s lure affects meaning
                     fund a mental                                  word-slur

Those who speak mentalese whose peak mental ease more allies with moral eyes
may be more all-eyes to moralize to more allies.
Options are endless. What can we say many ways that stays the same anyways?
So, choose your words carefully to make your meaning find its leaning 
                              word-scare fully
and your moment his bestowment in  history      
                                                                      his story

How can you know where you are unless you know where elsewhere is?
How can you know when you are unless you know when elsewhen     ?

“Now” means nothing as a lone point on the tapestry of time. 
Only by its relation to other moments does it find its meaning. Civilization has
advanced in knowledge. We’ve learned letters from the Levant, post from Persia,
argument from Athens, and rulership from Rome. And of late, have not our strides
been great? From the telescope to the moon, from the cosmic to the microscopic,
our knowledge abounds. Yet, too much knowledge with too little wisdom
bespeaks an end. Falling leaves still threaten nuclear winter; our sense has been
covid over by misinformation;
                         missin’ formation
even melting ice, once a token of springing life, has become a bearer of bad news.
Our moment is passing, but time still persists. Remember, the meaning of moment
in temporal relativity consists. 

To hear to speak is near to bleak
To hear to learn will bring discern  ment  
                                                                 meant

Now, shall a name remain for this profundity?
                      an aim                             pro fun ditty

For this to be, we must add wisdom to our knowledge. Don’t try to obtain it from
this moment; this moment only has what you bring. Nor seek wisdom from the
teachers of knowledge who have built our tumbling world. Knowledge we need,
but Wisdom must lead. And so we must read Her writers:  
From Hosea the lesson of the hour is how to end kingly power.
Through Jeremiah’s sauber lens shines moral light on robber’s dens while decrying
torah’s lying pens.
The nameless teacher of the dead sea scrolls wrote Wisdom’s reveal of the two
ways; you’ll learn to leave the woo craze. Filling your fittest community roles,
you’ll have unity for She’ll shine ever new rays.
From Jesus, we learn to bear our cross - to struggle and suffer without complaint.
This tough pill to swallow gives the will to follow the lamb - the lion - without faint,
across to Zion. Who never despair will victory share.
Multitudes of lessons! Wisdom is a fountain ever-flowing, a tree of life 
ever-bearing new fruit each month.  

So,

To hear to speak is near to bleak
To hear to learn will bring discern  ment
                                                                 meant
                                                                 mentorship from Wisdom is the only way to
make this moment what it needs to be. Temporal relativity - each moment in time
finds reason and rhyme by connecting to past and future; together they chime!

Temporal Relativity

- Trent Wilde


